Happy Public Service Recognition Week and welcome to our 17th Annual Archivist’s Achievement Awards. Each year, we recognize the outstanding accomplishments of our National Archives colleagues across the nation. Remarkable work happens at this agency every day, and this event is an opportunity to highlight some of that work.

Just about every day I get comments praising your work, so this year we are going to incorporate some of those comments in today’s program. You will be hearing directly from the people who benefit from the work that we do. We will have customer/user/researcher videos interspersed throughout the ceremony thanking you for what you do.

It takes every one of us working together in pursuit of NARA’s mission to successfully provide access to Federal records. It is important to remind ourselves of the importance of our work, especially in times of budgetary uncertainty. Democracy depends upon the work that we do.

Congratulations to the award recipients on your achievements. And thank you to all the National Archives and Records Administration staff who protect, release, move, store, process, declassify, exhibit, digitize, and promote our records and support our staff in all that they do. I see dedication to our mission in every part of NARA across the nation. And I am honored to work beside you.

David S. Ferriero
ARCHIVIST OF THE UNITED STATES
OPENING REMARKS
David S. Ferriero, Archivist of the United States

NARA Recognition for Military Service
For active duty service to the United States of America as a member of the Armed Forces
Elton McLeod, Army    Troy Perry, Air Force

Extraordinary Document Disposal
For increases in disposal productivity and savings to the taxpayer
Danielle Boucher    Randall Kelly    Charles Perryman
Allison Cutuk    Jean Kubicca    Amy Richmond
John Finley    Daniel T. Lee    Kenneth Thomas
Jacqueline Heitz    Jonathan Morse    Eric Vanek
Corey Hutton    Charles Mucho    Samantha Wade
Diane Jones    Kathleen O’Connor

With special thanks to all of the records center personnel involved in disposition, from review, to shelf pull, to truck, to crew, and other logistics. The Transfer and Disposition leads for disposal receive this award as an indication of the excellent work performed by individuals throughout the Federal Records Center program.

The Weidman Outstanding Volunteer Service Award
For their outstanding volunteer work on the New Orleans General Case Files
Carrie S. Gibson    Earl O. Gibson

Citizen Archivist
For enthusiastically transcribing and sharing National Archives Catalog records as a Citizen Archivist • Alex Smith
Robust Open Government Plan
For exceptional contributions to the development of NARA’s fourth Open Government Plan

Amy Bennett, Meg Phillips
Hannah Bergman, Mary Ryan
Britney Crawford, Meredith Stewart
Kate Dillon McClure, Robin Waldman
Michael Moore, Weikai Zhang

With special thanks to Laurence Brewer, Amy Bunk, Ann Cummings, Benjamin Davis, Eric Douglas, Gordon Everett, Ellen Knight, John Laster, Carrie McGuire, Don McIlwain, Amelia Otovo, Carla Patterson, Dawn Powers, Arian Ravanbakhsh, Sheryl Shenberger, Gary M. Stern, and Pamela Wright.

25 YEARS OF SERVICE
Recognition of Twenty-Five Years of Service • Rashad Shakir and Frances Wright-Kulas

Connecting Veterans and their Records
For outstanding efforts to establish relationships with other government agencies resulting in expedited service to our nation’s veterans • Alex Wilkinson

With special thanks to Tonga Smith.

Exceeding Customer Expectations
For continuously providing exceptional service to the United States Coast Guard and other Federal agency customers

Jim Berenz, Carla Johnson, Thomas Richardson
William Colbert, Warren Lambert, Linda Sargent
Dale Duvall, Nathan Martin, Stephanie Schmitt
Tyrone Gill, Rick Morgan, Sheila Whorley
Dedication to Transparency
For making access happen by declassifying and releasing 113,000 pages of records exempted prior to the stand-up of the National Declassification Center

William Deutscher  Shawntay Watson
Howard Feng  Amanda Weimer
Jennifer Halpern

An Exemplary Transfer
For outstanding achievement in the transfer of electronic Presidential records from the Obama administration to the National Archives

Jeff Auser  Leslie Johnston
Christopher Carlin  Kevin Liu
Tamika Ellis  Jeff Monroe
Kenneth Hawkins  Gulam Shakir
Sean Huang  Jeremy Yates

With special thanks to Gary M. Stern.

Truman Family Guide
For his creation of a Family Guide for the Truman Library, using innovative designs to engage families in a highly educational manner • Jordan Tanner
Protecting Staff and Saving Records
For ensuring the safety of NARA personnel and agency records during the November 14, 2016, fire at the Washington National Records Center

Channon Harris  Steven Royster
Kenneth Reese  Michael Whitted

With special thanks to Mark Sprouse and Ngan Pham.

Safeguarding Carter Records
For ensuring the protection and repair of records after a fire incident at the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library

Christian Belena  Sheila Mayo  Steve Olson
Betty Egwenike  Ceri McCarron  Brittany Parris
Alan Houke  James McSweeney  Keith Shuler
Youlanda Logan  MaryAnn McSweeney  David Stanhope
Sara Mitchell

With special thanks to Meredith Evans and Charles Stokely.

Exceptional Truck Service Teamwork
For reliably delivering high quality customer service to Federal agencies that utilize the Washington National Records Center Truck Service

Peter Arner  Anthony Jefferson
Jamal Bryant  Scott Johnson
Jeff Davis  Steven Royster
Daniel T. Graham  Domonic Smith
Douglas Grenier  Aundra Williams

30 YEARS OF SERVICE
Recognition of Thirty Years of Service  •  Cheri Elder
Photographic Conservator Extraordinaire
For building NARA’s future with exceptional dedication and service to the National Archives and the field of photographic conservation • Sara Shpargel

Outstanding Leadership in Closing FOIA Cases
For outstanding achievement in leading the effort to close NARA’s 10 oldest Freedom of Information Act cases • Amanda Weimer

With special thanks to Gary M. Stern, Alina Semo, and Joe Scanlon.

Innovative Declassification
For developing an innovative method for identifying more easily-releasable classified records that helped the National Declassification Center release an additional 4,080,000 pages • John Perosio

With special thanks to the NDC Metrics Team and Megan Morse.

San Francisco Special Project
For exemplary actions that enabled NARA to better protect, manage, and provide access to holdings at the National Archives at San Francisco

William Greene  Allison Olson
Jeannine Jeffrey  Patrick Osborn
Charles Miller  John Seamans
Michael Moore  Cody White
Jean Nudd  Nathaniel Wiltzen

With special thanks to Michelle Bradley, Gloria LeGaspi, and Doug Williford.
Lifetime Achievement

For 46 years of sustained professionalism and distinguished service to the National Archives and the field of military history

Timothy K. Nenninger

Temporary Obama Facility

For extraordinary effort in the planning of the Barack Obama Presidential Records temporary site and ensuring the successful movement of records

Dave Adams  Nancy Davis  Aaron Jarvis  Martin McGann
Cherylyn Albany  William Day  Mary Knill  Jim Morton
Rob Bledsoe  Beth Fidler  John Laster  Greg Mouchyn
Brooke Clement  Merrily Harris  John Mahoney  Ron Noll
Denny Coleman  Steve Heaps  Kevin McCoy  Andrew M. Stroup


35 YEARS OF SERVICE

Recognition of Thirty-five Years of Service  •  Barbara McGregor
and Danette Sanders

Ensuring Protection of Staff, Records, and Visitors

For extraordinary efforts to execute an emergency procurement necessary to ensure the continued protection of NARA staff, records, and visitors

Evelyn Y. Dean  Santo Plater
Jennifer Klein  Andrew M. Stroup

With special thanks to Stephani Abramson, La Verne Fields, and Kevin McCoy.
Stellar Customer Service

In recognition for stellar service provided to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service in response to national emergency requests

Tammy Campbell        Cindy Katzer
Kristina Curtis       Theresa Mellon
Scott Dean            Sean Murphy
David Diamond         Mike O’Connor
Cheri Elder           Kelly Ronsley
Volanta Harris-Mitchell Scott Wilson
Spencer Jones

Providing Guidance to Ensure Smooth Transition

For developing and communicating Federal records management guidance to agencies during the change of administrations

Courtney Anderson     Eric Douglas          Andy Potter
Sarah Araghi          Lisa Haralampus      Arian Ravanbakhsh
Hannah Bergman        Christopher Magee    Joseph Suster
Bethany Cron          Christopher Naylor

With special thanks to Jocelyn Blakely-Hill and Laurence Brewer.

Ford Library Renovation

For consistent leadership and exceptional teamwork throughout the seven-year long process of planning the total renovation of the core exhibits at the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Museum and the new DeVos Learning Center

Stacy Davis            Elizabeth Druga        Donald Holloway
James Draper           Geir Gundersen        Mark Jonick

With special thanks to Joe Calvaruso and James Kratsas.

Improving Information Management

For standardizing and improving the way the Federal government manages Controlled Unclassified Information

Michelle Boyd          Adam Huddleston     Mark Riddle
Devin Casey            Kimberly Keravuori  Patrick Viscuso
Dawn Fairchild         Bryan Oklin
**Monumental Improvements in Archival Storage**

*For making monumental improvements in the agency’s storage environments and archival holdings longevity*

Nancy Davis  
James Garvin  
Pamela Najar-Simpson  
Ronald Noll  
Mark Ormsby  
Donald Overfelt  
Ngan Pham  
Frank Quigley  
William Santos  
David Sponn  
Mark Sprouse

**Lifetime Achievement**

*For Lifetime Achievement in furthering the National Archives and Records Administration mission since 1983* • Mary Olson

**Enhancing NYC Public Education**

*For strengthening education goals in New York City’s public schools and serving over 500,000 students and 2,400 teachers using NARA resources*

Christopher Zarr

*With special thanks to Dorothy Dougherty and Sara Davis.*

**Nixon Gallery Redesign**

*For exceptional work completing a $15 million gallery redesign and renovation project at the Richard Nixon Presidential Library and Museum*

Olivia Anastasiadis  
Tim Bruton  
Greg Cumming  
Marlon Guinn  
Christine Mickey  
Lisa Royse  
Cliff Wallace
In Memoriam

Remembering NARA staff lost in 2016

Kahlil Chism
Joseph Doucette
Jerry Griffith
Terryll Lumpkin
Marilyn Redman
Cathryn Westfeldt

40-50 YEARS OF SERVICE

Recognition of Forty, Forty-five, and Fifty Years of Service • William Seibert

Increased Access to Classified Records

For building foundational capabilities for processing, preserving, and providing access to classified Federal electronic records

Muhsin Abdulrahman-Bizihi
Sharmila Bhatia
Lynn Goodsell
Deon Hankins
Jennifer Namsiriwan-Crabb
John Powell
Richard Stone
Rachel Sutcliffe
Carrie Tallichet-Smith

Describing 95 Percent

For outstanding achievement in making access happen by describing the holdings of the National Archives

Closing Remarks
NARA is proud to acknowledge these milestone years of service reached by our employees during Calendar Year 2016.

5 Years of Service
Adebo Adetona
Abigail Aldrich
Victoria Blue
Sharon Box
Sean Brogden
Robert Brown, Sr.
Rebecca Calcagno
Danielle Calvin
Gonzalo Cano
William Carver
Andrew Cates
Stacey Chandler
Ashley Clark
Julie Clayton
Rodney Cobb
Beatrix Collazo
Duane Copowycz
Alan Cousin, Jr.
Benjamin Dawson III
Michelle Depew
Sean Derrick
Robyn Dexter
Dale Duvall
Christopher Dyroff
Tamika Ellis
Michael Ellzey
James English
Jon Fletcher
George Fuller, Jr.
Daniella Furman
Edward Germino
Kimberly Gorman
Richard Green
Michael Hancock
Brian Harris
Jennean Harris
Kaitlyn Hem
Nicholas Herold
Jasmine Hill
Colin Hitzemann
Ing House
Jerry Jackson
Kevin James
Carla Johnson
David Jones
Michael Karagozian
Gary Keener
Chad Kemper
Katherene Kim
James Klice
Warren Lambert
Christopher Lambeth
Alexandra Lange
Amii Limpp
Dorissa Martinez
Margret Mathews
Alyson Mazzone
Sean McCaney
William Moore
Ellen Mulligan
Alijah Jon-Jacob Nunn
Jaime Odell
Asiolefosa Pese
Lauren Pierce
Ross Poletti
Mina Raass-Dana
Mary Glen Rafael
Kenneth Reese
Melvin Riley III
Sarah Rogers
William Ryan
Anthony Salmans
Linda Sargent
Eric Schmidt
Thomas Schwartz
Breanne Schwarz
Charlie Smith
Domonic Smith
Anita Solak
Hans Sprenkle
Marc Steibel
Megan Steuart
Clifford Swan
Alex Timberman
Stephen Toolen
Andrew Townsend
Tina Vilca
Andreea Vlaicu
Amanee Vonderhaar
Larry Watson II
Janell Watts
William Weber
Vincent Webster
Kolleen Wesbrook
Douglas Williford
Helen Wu
Mathew Yardley

10 Years of Service
Ciara Abram
Laura Ali
Audrey Amidon
Olivia Anastasiadis
Kevin Anderson
Sarah Anderson
Timothy Anderson
Michael Annen
James Armistead
Jason Atkinson
William Baehr
Lucy Barber
Scott Barton
Normand Beland, Jr.
Douglas Bicknese
Alene Bowns
Kimberly Boykin
Mai Bui
Gabrielle Burns
Ana Camacho
Christopher Christensen
Susan Clifton
Alexandra Courtney
Keith Day
Scott Dean
Danielle Echols
Erica Eiland
Troy Elkins
Joseph Falcione
Timothy Farr
Sharon Fitzpatrick
Tasha Ford
Shanea Gonzalez
Gwen Granados
William Griffith
Misty Grimes
Randal Grimes
John Owen Hamilton
Eric Hauf
Maureen Hill
Kinata Holt
Michael Iocca
Brian Jackson
Willie Johnson
Rachel Johnston
Matthew King, Sr.
Jeffrey Kissell
Richard Klarner
Kerri Lawrence
Michael Ledyard
John Legloahec
Alexander Lorch III
Amy Lubick
Judy Luis-Watson
Nathan Martin
Jon McIver
Mary-Clare McNatt
Stephanie Montgomery
Pamela Najar-Simpson
Dominique Nathan
Kevin Natt
Robert Newton
Andrea Noel
Ryan Nolan
David Noll
Quentin Noll
John Parham
Lenora Parker
Christopher Pembelton
Zachary Roberts
Adrian Rodney
Alvin Ross
Holly Russo
Gerardo Sanchez, Sr.
James Sauter
Jason Schultz
Noah Shankin
Robert Smith
Gary Stetler-Williams
Michael Tarabulski
Chinita Taylor
Joseph Taylor, Jr.
Kevin Thomas
Scott Thompson
Jennifer Torres
Angela Tudico
Gerald Washington
M’Lisa Whitney
Tara Williams
Wanda Williams
Jeannette Wise
Erica Wright
James Wrigley

15 Years of Service
Bradley Abramczyk
David Adams
Michelle Alexander
Sarah Araghi
Jodi Ballard
Lloyd Beers, Jr.
Sharmila Bhatia
Dawn Bianco
Jocelyn Blakely-Hill
Denise Boone
Delmer Brantigan
Jewel Braxell
Amy Bunk
Douglas Campbell, Jr.
William Carpenter
Stephanie Chapman
Tina Chase Froumkong
Sean Clayton
Susan Clymer
Marie Coan
Bernarr Coletta
Darin Coté
Rebecca Crawford
Yolande Crawford
Terence Daniely
Patti Danner
Lois Davis
Michelle Demartino
Seema Dheman
David Fort
Mary Getter
William Green
Guy Hall
Shirley Hammond
William Harris
Karen Hibbett
Traronda Holbrook
Chris Isleib
Anthony Jefferson, Jr.
Vicki Jeffrey
Jonathan Johnson
Kimberly Johnson
Heather Joines
Joseph Keefe, Jr.
Ivonne Vega Long
Jason Love
Alexander Lutz
Whitney Mahar
Renee Mahn
Gregory Mangiaracino
Stephanie Mark
Sandra Martin
John McEvoy
Lucinda McGuire
Jimmie McWhirt
Wanda Michals
David Miller
Hattie Miller
Stacey Mulligan
Arthur Nease
Damon Nevils
Shiuan Niou
Shannon Olsen
Stephanie Oriabure
Amelia Otoven
Denise Persons
Phillip Pham
Christopher Pinkney
Pauline Pizzo
Wade Popp
Aaron Prah
Robert Reed
Sarah Reilly
Alan Reynolds
John Reynolds
Cheryl Robinson
Kelly Ronsley
Antwine Rook, Jr.
James Roth
Jon Santiago
David Satterfield
Beth Scripter
Mathieu Sherman
Tracey Sherman
Kellie Shipley
Gretchen Shoemaker
Steven Shultz
Dana Simmons
Aaron Sipes
Michael Skipper

20 Years of Service
Paul Brown
Timothy Bruton
Tammy Burcham
Reginald Carter
Micah Cheatham
Stuart Culy
Allison Cutuk
Nadra Day
Adrian Dela Paz, Jr.
Hailing Duan
Jeff Fleeton, Jr.
Michael Frush
Alfred Greene III
Nichole Greene
Christopher Gushman
Timothy Harris
Larry Hayes
Robert Holzweiss
Adam Huddleston
Michael Jackson
Lee Johnson
Melinda Johnson
Rosetta Smith
Stephen Smith
Robert Spacek
Jocelyn Sprunger
Kenneth Lee Sumlin
Sarah Swanson
Robert Thompson
Anita Todd
Tabitha Turso
Jeffrey Urbin
Eric Van Slander
Sophia Walton
Alison Wheelock
Shelia Whorley
Scott Wilson
James Winter
Pamela Wright
Brandon Zogg
Niels Zussblatt
Terrence Johnson
Alicia Jones
Rhonda Joyce
Billy Laster
Sirena Lucas
Edwin Lun
Ronald May
Kathleen Dillon
McClure
Sammy McClure
Lloyd Mitchell
Bouviette Pennington
Litha Peoples
Eric Petty
Denise Pullen
Midgie Schwab
Robert Skwirot
Elizabeth Slone
Naomi Smotherman
Darla Thompson
Lisa Ann Trampota
Dovie Tyson
Meredith Wagner
Pamela White
Bryan Williams
Felicia Williams
Robert Williams

25 Years of Service
Samuel Anthony
Angela Banks-Bethea
Connie Beach-Sims
Scott Birckhead
Michele Bugenhagen
Matthew Bynum
Larry Conrad
David Coontz II
Dorothy Covington
Ann Cummings
Mattie Davis
Matthew Dibiase
Sharla Domogauer
Violet Esters
Stephanie Fawcett
Dunbar Allen Fisher, Jr.
Susan Francis-Haughton
Leonard Garrett
Maryrose Grossman
Lisa Haralampus
Lisa Harris
Anita Henderson
Jannie Hines
Joseph Hollis
Donald Holloway
Susan Abbott
Dun Huey
Jeannine Jeffrey
Diana Johnston
Ricky Jones
Tisha Jones
May Keely
Terrell London
Richard Lopez
Maureen MacDonald
Andrea Matney
Patrick McCann
David Mengel
Shawn Morton
Martha Murphy
Hung Nguyen
Ronald Noll
Wendy Norton
Vicki Nosser
John Ohanlon
David Piff
John Powers
Raymond Ruskin
David Sabo
Elaine Schroeder
Rashad Shakir
George Shaner
Daisey Smith
Sandra Tussey
Debra Steidel Wall
Dexter Watts
Stacie Whitaker
Ann Worley
Frances Wright-Kulas

30 Years of Service
Charly Abrew
Ernest Bryant
Brian Butts
Neil Carmichael, Jr.
Stephanie Casey
Robin Cecil
Carolyn Clark
Narciso Cruz
Edward Densmore
Cheri Elder
Stanley Fanaras
Linda Gunn
Michael Harris
Michelle Hudgens
Denise Jackson
Youlanda Logan
Patricia Lowe
Carolyn Mcelvaine
Patrice Murray
Rose Parisse
Kim Parker
Helen Piechoinski
Cynthia Quillen
Paul Rood
Gloria Roye
Doris Sanders
Lisa Sandor
Robin Schoemehl
Karen Scott
Cheryl Sirofchuck
David Stanhope
Tarenthia Turpin

35 Years of Service
Linda Baker
Lynn Blackmer
Douglas Danner
Mary Davenport
Karen Degrazia
John Finley
Roy Keller
Barbara McGregor
Thomas Nastick
Teresa Parker
Veronica Ross
Sandra Roy
Danette Sanders
John Wilson
Novella Woodland
Kelley Yackley
James Zeender

40 Years of Service
Ross Cameron
Carol Church
Martin McGann
Barbara Rust
William Seibert
Jennifer Waters

45 Years of Service
Paula Ayres
James Newell
Michael O’Connor

50 Years of Service
Kenneth Casey
Ray Hess
NARA extends its appreciation and best wishes to our colleagues who retired during Calendar Year 2016. Listed here are their names and years of service.

Stephen Adams 17
Marlene Ambrose 44
Gale Bentley 44
Brenda Bernard 50
Barbara Biffle 42
Kevin Bradley 30
Carol Brooks 22
Margaret Bruno 45
Bruce Bustard 31
Sarah Calmese 22
Linda Carson 42
Stephen Challis 11
William Cira 14
Barbara Cline 41
Michael Conner 40
Jean Cooke 39
Brenda Cooley 37
Wanda Curry 38
Janet Davis 36
William Davis 33
Diane Dimkoff 32
Steven Downie 13
Anne Dwyer 30
Walter Foster 22
Thomas Gannon 10
Larry Garnes 21
Sandra Glasser 39
Marilyn Graham 22
Vivela Green 40
Kenneth Hafeli 39
Doris Hamburg 35
Michael Hamilton 15
Arthur Hanson 22
Nancy Haseett 30
Richard Higgins 32
Montz Hill 41
Bobby Hill 32
Ruth Hollingsworth 30
Janet Hottman 25
Douglas Houston 22
Rosa Hurd 15
Susan Jackson 42
Kenneth Johnson 20
James Kekelis 15
Kathleen Knott 19
Cynthia Koch 17
James Kratsas 31
Barbara Kraus 20
Nancy Lauermann 40
Donna Lehman 18
Paul Lydon 28
Robert Marsh 7
Laura McCarthy 28
Richard McCulley 23
Albert McFadden 33
James McKan 14
Clarence McMorris 42
Sharon Merrell 18
Ricky Moe 10
Judith Moore 25
Queenie Ogden 41
Charles Ponders 43
Pamela Pope 38
Donna Read 14
Naomi Reznin 19
Rhonda Rhynes 39
Mary Ritzenthaler 31
Rodney Ross 41
Alice Rosser 32
Arlene Royer 31
Stephen Samford 23
Ann Seibert 28
George Sermuksnis 33
Steven Shafer 31
Jodie Steck 11
James Stewart 19
Charles Stokely 40
William Stout 28
Vernell Tate 33
Pauline Testerman 40
Tasha Thian 35
Vincent Thornton 44
Denise Watson 42
Deborah Wayne 35
Karl Weissenbach 38
Kathy Wells 32
Luella Wight 19
George Williams 15
Henry Wolfinger 46
Patricia Woodland 41
SPECIAL THANKS
Ceremony Readers
Angela Dorsey, Steven Haversack, Matthew Sutton, and Wanda Williams

Event Production
Brian Barth, Graphic Designer
Victoria Blue, Writer
Sarah Garner, Writer
Christine Hartman, Audio Visual Manager
Ben Jordi, Program Producer and Script Writer

and
Andrew Barnes
Jeff Benson
Mark Busby
Mike Collins
Mujeeb Chowdhry
April Delira
Barry Drennon
George Morash
Jackie Heitz
Donald Holloway
Joshua Jackson
Thedra Johnson
Roy Lower
Maureen MacDonald
Tchad Moore
Julie Newhouse
Hilary Parkinson
Kevin Petty
William Plummer
Jeffrey Reed
Anthony Russell
Laura Sheehan
Alex Turell
John Valceanu
Dallas Whitted

and the
LB&B AV Team:
Terence McHale,
Jeffrey Schmidt,
and Mark-Anthony Sevilla

Awards Selection Committee
William Bosanko
Valorie Findlater
Chris Runkel
Debra Wall

Participating Executives
David S. Ferriero, Archivist of the United States
William Bosanko, Chief Operating Officer
Mark Bradley, Director of Information Security Oversight Office
Laurence Brewer, Chief Records Officer
Micah Cheatham, Chief of Management and Administration
Sean Clayton, Chief Human Capital Officer
Ann Cummings, Executive for Research Services
Elaine Didier, Director of the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library and Museum
Susan Donius, Acting Executive for Legislative Archives, Presidential Libraries, and Museum Services
La Verne Fields, Acting Chief Acquisitions Officer
Donna Forbes, Executive for Business Support Services
Swarnali Haldar, Chief Information Officer
John Hamilton, Director of Congressional Affairs
Oliver Potts, Director of the Office of the Federal Register
Alina Semo, Director of the Office of Government Information Services
Sheryl Shenberger, Director of the National Declassification Center
Maria Carosa Stanwich, Chief of Staff
Gary M. Stern, General Counsel
Jay Trainer, Executive for Agency Services
Debra Wall, Deputy Archivist of the United States
David Weinberg, Director of the Federal Records Center Program
Pamela Wright, Chief Innovation Officer